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13%

29%

22%
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23% 4,183
interviews
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Distribution Sector

Financial Services Sector

Industrial Sector

Public Sector

This study covers 4,183 face-to-face conversations with CxOs in 70 countries.
Our respondents represent a wide range of public and private-sector organizations, covering 
more than 20 industries.
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The 2014 C-suite Study highlights the importance of developing a customer-activated 
enterprise

2014 Global C-suite Study

Open up to customer influence.
Breaking down barriers to extend collaboration inside 
and outside–bringing the customer’s voice directly into 
the boardroom

Pioneer digital-physical innovation.
Fusing traditional activities with social, mobile, and 
digital networks to create new products, services, and 
business models

Craft engaging customer experiences.
Developing unique interactions that fulfill customer expectations and 
differentiate the organization from 
its competitors
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from Employee engagement to Client engagement

Employee behavior
Understand what motivates your 

workforce to boost productive 

behavior 

Client experience
Anticipate needs and deliver 

exceptional experiences 

Values and 

Goals Client 

impressions

Selection, 

Development 

and Talent 

improvement

Employee engagement
Inspire your workforce to innovate 

and collaborate more productively 

Client 

actions
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CHROs are recognizing needed changes in a customer-activated world

Shifting HR focus
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Manage the critical roles 
needed to drive client 
engagement

� Develop a deeper understanding of employee engagement and what motivates 

individuals in customer-facing roles

� Identify pivotal roles that create unique physical and digital customer experiences

within your industry

� Go beyond the vision of HR function as only provider of basic transactions and 

facilitator of organizational processes

� Involve HR in strategic and critical business processes to enhance organization’s 

profitability

� Apply workforce Analytics to better source, allocate and develop employees that 

deliver customer experiences

� Improve Social Capabilities to address key workforce issues in a new collaborative 

way 

Use Big Data, Analytics and 
Social Business to work 
better

Promote involvement of HR 
function in the organization’s 
business strategy
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Talent development and Employee engagement are already on CHROs’ radar

Shifting HR focus
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Importance of workforce challenges today

Employee

engagement
and
commitment

Talent

retention

Workforce 

productivity

Talent

development

Sourcing

and 
recruiting

Performance

management
evaluation

Collaboration

and
knowledge
sharing

Talent 

management

Rapid

development
of workforce
skills

87%

80%

68%
65%

60% 60% 58% 57%
55%

Source: CHRO1-How important is it for your organization to address the following workforce challenges today and in next 3 to 5 years?; n=320 [CHRO only]
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Compared to other roles, CEOs are not turning to CHROs for strategic guidance

Shifting HR focus
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Involvement in organization’s business strategy according to the CEO

72%

63%

42%

37%
35%

CFO CMO CIO CSCO CHRO

96%

CEO

Source: Question CEO2–Which senior executives are involved in formulating the organization’s business strategy?; n=701 [CEO only]
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However, in outperforming organizations, the HR function is more likely to be viewed 
as more strategic and critical

Shifting HR focus
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Perceived effectiveness of HR by CxOs (excluding CHROs)

19%

39%

Provider of basic HR transactions

28%
Facilitator of organizational processes

Critical enabler

30%

28%

20%

56%

59%

Strategic partner

Outperformers in 
Profitability

All others

Source: Question E13–How does your enterprise perceive the effectiveness of HR in the following areas?; n=172 to 1704 [All roles except CHRO]
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Just over half of organizations are truly tackling workforce analytics

Shifting HR focus
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Use of analytics today

Sourcing and recruiting

Workforce productivity

Talent retention

Performance management evaluation

Employee engagement and commitment 29% 50%13% 9%

48%36%9% 8%

40%35%12% 13%

34% 35%16% 16%

39% 38%16% 7%

Do not use Produce reports Historical trends 
and patterns

Predict future 
outcomes

Source: Question CHRO6–To what extent does your enterprise use social tools and approaches for the following activities?; n=321 [CHRO only];; numbers may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding
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CHROs are in the early days of applying social approaches within the organization

Shifting HR focus
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Use of social tools

21% 51% 28%

37% 43% 21%Expert(s) identification

Innovation

26%8% 66%

42%17% 42%

13% 41%46%

31%14% 56%Knowledge sharing

Learning

Corporate communications

Recruiting

Not at all Exploring/piloting Regular/consistent use

Source: Question CHRO6–To what extent does your enterprise use social tools and approaches for the following activities?; n=321 [CHRO only];; numbers may not sum to 100 percent due to rounding
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Collaboration within the C-suite itself is important too – CxOs form an intricate web of 
relationships to drive performance

C-suite Collaboration
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With the exception of the CFO, CEOs work as closely with CHROs as they do with 
others in the C-suite

C-suite Collaboration
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Collaborating with the CEO

33%

30%

27%

12%

CEO with CFO

CEO with CMO

CEO with CHRO

CEO with CIO

CEO with CSCO

74%

Source: Question B6-Which of your C-suite peers do you work most closely with in support of the enterprise?; n=101 to 636]


